
Saturday 10.12.

WORKSHOPS‘ program

Franz-Mehring-Platz 1 – 10243 Berlin



SATURDAY 10:00-12:30 with federico

How to… create a monitoring strategy: 

Formulating the proper monitoring 

question with your youth group

A fundamental step in solidifying the foundations on which a monitoring community is 
built is the definition of THE question that you want to address to public institutions or 
bodies. However, how should a question be properly formulated in order to effectively 
achieve its objectives? 

This workshop will focus on this topic to collectively understand what is and what is not a 
'good question' with your group of youth. 



SATURDAY 10:00-12:30 with maria

How to…encourage non-verbal 

communication in power game

Within this workshop we will experience personal decision-making process when it 
comes to the use of power. The method can be customized to different contexts and age 
groups. Board games lovers will discover another side of a popular game!



SATURDAY 10:00-12:30 with gabriele

How to…introduce the topic of social 

anti-mafia in classes of Italian as foreign 

language: New teaching materials

In teaching Italian language in a foreign country, it is often difficult to talk about mafias 
and social anti-mafia practices: these are rare topics in current teaching manuals. The 
idea behind this workshop is, through non-formal didactic activities, to dismantle 
stereotypes through positive examples combined with easy use during courses. 



SATURDAY 14:00-16:30 with elisa

How to…experience power and solve 

ethical dilemma: Theatrical approach

Through a collective theatrical session, participants of this workshop can reflect on their 
own perception of power and the relationship with it. They can experience that power is 
a responsibility, which can turn into something insidious or constructive for the 
community, and face complex decision-making contexts which require a choice, playing 
an ethical dilemma activity. 



SATURDAY 14:00-16:30 with marco

How to…develop a community 

project for youth.

With this workshop we would like to present the work of Europe Hub concerning the 
development of a common strategy for the social reuse of confiscated assets in Europe. 
We want to share our results with participants and give time for sharing ideas and 
experiences about how to overcome the obstacles and how to take advantage of the 
opportunities to create new perspectives for young people through projects of social 
entrepreneurship.



Register here:
https://form.123formbuilder.com/

6309712/online-event-registration-form

MORE INFO HERE:
www.mafianeindanke.de/coreactedu

CONTACT US:
info@mafianeindanke.de

https://form.123formbuilder.com/6309712/online-event-registration-form
http://www.mafianeindanke.de/coreactedu

